Summary. In this paper we shall first use the theorem of von Neumann on alternating projections to obtain an algorithm for finding the projection of an element x in a Hubert space Jtf onto the subspace spanned by JP-valued orthogonally scattered measures £x and |2. We then specialize this algorithm to the case that £x and |2 are the canonical measures of the components of a bivariate stationary stochastic process (SP), and thereby get an algorithm for finding the best linear predictor in the time domain.
1. Preliminary results. In this section we state some results which are used in later sections.
The following theorem is due to J. von Neumann (cf. [7, p. 55] This at once yields the following corollary, which we need later. Corollary 1.2. With the notation of 1.1, if P is the projection operator on <#? onto the subspace <S>(Jtx +J (2) which is spanned by J(x andJ¿2, then P = PX+P2-PXP2-P2PX+PXP2PX+P2PXP2-the convergence being in the strong sense.
The next theorem is due to A. S. Besicovitch (cf. [1, p. 9] ). Theorem 1.3. Let (i) p be a bounded, countably additive (ca.), nonnegative measure defined on the family 38 of Bor el subsets of the real line R.
(ii) v be a ca., complex-valued measure on 38.
(iii) D(X, h) = {v(X -h,X + h)/p(X -h,X + h)}xaW(X), where o(p) is the spectrum of p, i.e., a(p) = {X: for each h>0, p(X -h, X + h)>0}. Then (a) the limit D(X, h), as h^yO, exists (finite) almost everywhere with respect to p (a.e. p). [July (b) Ifv is absolutely continuous (a.c.) with respect to p and if the Radon-Nikodym derivative ofv with respect to p. is dv\dp, then (dv\dp)() = lim D(-,h), ash-^O, a.e. p..
We shall denote lim D(-, «), as « -* 0, by (Dv\Dp)() and shall call it the Besicovitch derivative of v with respect to p.
The following is an immediate consequence of 1.3. Corollary 1.4. Let (i) M( (/=1, 2) be a a-finite, ca., nonnegative measure on the family 38 of Bor el subsets of the real line R.
(ii) 38i = {B: Beí%i and Mt(B) <oo}, M12 the product measure generated by M± and M2, and38x2={B: B is a Bor el subset of the complex plane R2 and M12(B) <co}.
(iii) p be a c.a. measure on the ring 3812 which is a.c. with respect to M12.
(iv) dp.\dM12 be any version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to M12, which is defined throughout R2.
(v) For each Be38x and each t e R, p(B, t) = j (diM¡dM12)(s, t)Mx(ds).
Then (a) for each B e 38\, p.B(-) = p.(Bx ■) is a c.a. measure on 382 which is a.c. with respect to M2.
(b) For each B e 38x, p(B, ■) is a version of dp,B/dM2, the domain of which is R. 2. Orthogonally scattered, Jf-valued measures. We first state a few results concerning measures whose values are orthogonally scattered in a given Hilbert space. These are special versions of more general results contained in [9] , [10] , and [11]. Definition 2.1. Let (i) M be a o--finite, ca., nonnegative measure on the family 38 of Borel subsets of the real line R.
(ii) 38o ={B : B e 38 and M(B) < oo}. Then a function £ on 38Q into a given Hilbert space ¿P such that for each pair of B,Ce 380,
is called an orthogonally scattered (o.s.) JP-valued measure over (R, 38) . M is called the spectral measure associated with £. It follows immediately that (£(B), Ç(C)) = 0 if B and C are disjoint sets in 380, and $({Jk Bk) = Jik Ç(Bk) if Bks are disjoint sets in 38q whose union \Jk Bk is in 380.
There is a well-established theory of integration with respect to an o.s. ^-valued measure i whose associated spectral measure is a-finite (cf. [10] and [11] ). We will briefly state the main result. To be able to carry out our work we need to study the complex-valued measure (ii, O) which is generated by f¡ and fy. Our definition of this measure will be given in several steps. Definition 3.2. We define (£" fy) on J¡ x J; by:
(fi,|y)(FxC) = (fi(F),fy(C)).
A usual argument may be used to prove the following lemma. Since every F e 0ti} is a finite, disjoint union of sets in J¡ x 0t¡ (cf. [3, p. 139]), from 3.2 it follows that (£,, f,) can be defined on 0t{j in the following way. The next lemma whose proof is easily seen shows that (f¡, f,) is finitely additive on My. To proceed further, some restriction has to be imposed on £i and £2. Assumption 3.5. There exist functions <pi2 and <p21 on R2 such that (1) <pa(-, t) eL2(R, a, Mi) a.e. t(M,), Mj-ess. lub.ieB \<pa(-, t)\2,Mt <co(3).
(2) For each B e38ih XB<Pa eL\(R2, @*@, My).
(3) For each BxCe38tx38i (UB), UQ) = JJ 9iAß, t)Mt,(d(s, t)).
BxC
We will see later (cf. 4.5) that in many situations Assumption 3.5 is satisfied. Definition 3.7. We define (£(, ¿¡}) on 38 ^ to be the pa of the last lemma. In the next theorem we state some consequences which occur when we have a c.a. measure (£t, f,) as above. The proof is immediate from 1.4. We shall now state the main theorem of this section. Let Jt(t) be the past-present subspace of the SP (x(t), teR)up to time t in Jt", i.e., Jf(t) = <B{x(s), s^t}. Let M(-oo) be its remote past subspace in Jf"1, i.e.,
M(-oS) = Ç\tioM(t).
An important result is that if Jt(-oo)={0}, then F is a.c. with respect to Leb, and x(t)=jt_aa C(r-s)\(ds), where C() and F'(-) are related by a matrix-valued function * on 7? such that *(À)**(À) = F'(A) a.e. A and *(A) = Í °° C(r)eiAi dt e L2(R, 38, Leb), 
2jh(Z>)-h(a)+ f h(s) ds
where (h(t), t e R) is the weakly Markovian SP which is associated with the SP (x(t), t e R). We will need the following theorem, the proof of which is omitted and may be found in [11].
Theorem 4.1. Let (x(t), t e R) be a q-variate, stationary SP with spectral distribution F. Then (a) (x(i), t e R) is purely nondeterministic, i.e., Jt( -oo) = {0} iff F is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. If (a) holds, then Now let (x(t), t e R) be a bivariate, purely nondeterministic SP. Let T be the projection operator on Jf2 onto the subspace J((0), and P be the projection operator on Jf onto the subspace <&{Jtx(0)+Jt2(0)}, where ^i(0) and ^2(0) are the past-present subspaces of the component processes xAj) and x2(t). It is easy to see (cf. [12, I, p. 131]) that the components of Tx(t) are precisely Pxj(i) and Px2(t). Applying the results of §3 we will be able to obtain convergent infinite series expressions for Pxx(t) and Px2(t), and hence the best linear prediction Tx(r) is determinable.
Since (\(t), t e R) is purely nondeterministic, so are its component processes (xx(t), t e R) and (x2(i), t e R) (cf. [11, p. 79]). Accordingly £x and £2 will denote the canonical measures of the processes (x^r), t e R) and (x2(t), t e R). Also J(x(t) and J(2(t) will denote the past-present subspaces of (xx(t), t e R) and (x2(t), t e R) up to time t in Jf.
We will be able to effect our algorithm under the following assumption. The component processes (x^r), t e R) and (x2(t), t e R) are purely nondeterministic, and hence have the generating function 9x, <j>2. We also note that since det F'^0, F'l(Fix)ll2(F22)112^ 1. Hence by Assumption 4.3,
Theorem 4.5. Let (i) the SP (x(t), t e R) satisfy Assumption 4.3.
(ii) ii (i= 1,2) be the canonical measure of the component process (xt(t), t e R) (/= 1, 2). Then Assumption 3.5 is satisfied, i.e., there exist Borel measurable functions <pX2 and <p2X on R2 such that <Pi,(-,t)eL2(R, 38, Leb) a.e. t, ess. lub.|9Piy(-, /)|2,Lei> < °o- We now state the main theorem of this section.
Main Theorem 4.6. Let (i) the bivariate SP (x(i), t e R) satisfy Assumption 4.3.
(ii) ^#¡(0) (i'=l,2) be the past-present subspace of the component process (x¡(t), t e R) (i= 1, 2), and let Fj, F2, andP be the projection operators on Jf(e) onto the subspaces Jtx(0), Jt2(0), and <B{Jtx(0) + Jt2(0)). 
